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In this book from best-selling author Perry Stone, we discover one of the most unusual covenants in

the Scriptures, the Mizpah Covenant. This covenant has the power to release angels to assist you

and forges a protective covenant around yourself and your family. It is important to discover how

angels are involved in the lives of people on a personal and practical level. We will see biblical and

current examples of angelic protection and will discover the steps to engaging in a covenant

relationship with God that engages the help of His angels. Learn the kinds of assignments given to

the angels, and discover five things that can offend angels and hinder their protection to man. We

can be assured that God has commissioned His heavenly messengers to defend, keep, and protect

His people.
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If you want a book that is BASED on the BIBLICAL TEACHINGS, then this is the book to get. I am

not fininshed with it, yet. Although, I received it in the first week of November and could of

completed reading it by now, I have chosen to follow up on the Biblical references the author

provided and do a little research of my own. When I first started reading it, I almost put the book up

for awhile because I was so overwhelmed by all of the references the author used. I thought that I

would not find the information I was searching for, such as the angels purpose and relationship with

humans and God's creation and what benefit they provide, etc. I'm happy I didn't put it aside

because I would have missed out on so much. I am even helping a family memeber with the



knowledge I recently, acquired. In turn, she is helping me. We are reminding each other constantly

of the things to do to receive the help of God through His angels and reminding each other of things

we shouldn't do that obstruct the help of God through His anges.This book is among my favorite

books that I recently bought. This author has such a profound fear, respect and love for God and

His angels. I am learning alot from him about the importance of FAITH and BELIEF in GOD and

OBEDIENCE to God's commandments and respect and appreciation for His angels. He teaches

about the way you will receive God's help through angles by the right conduct and what conduct you

must absolutely avoid so as not to offend them. THERE IS SO MUCH MORE. I HIGHLY

RECOMMEND THIS BOOK.

The uncertainties of terrorism, crime, threats of pandemic diseases, and natural disasters are all

indicators that our family members may be in a perilous situation at anytime. Perry Stone offers

insight into an often overlooked Old Testament promise, the Mizpah Covenant. "Angels on

Assignment" is written for believers today. Valuable lessons on how angels are involved in our lives

offer the reader hope, encouragement, and a covenant of promised protection.Stone relates real life

contemporary stories to illustrate how the Mizpah covenant builds a protective angelic fortification

around your family and loved ones. He shows evidence of how this happens in situations where you

may be separated from them. He helps the reader learn how to establish a Mizpah

covenant.."Angels on Assignment" bears positive testimony of the supernatural power of angels

being sent to provide protection, to watch over, and defend your family. Perry Stone urges the

reader to establish this remarkable Mizpah Covenant in their lives and to begin to experience the

blessing of this covenant relationship with God. A profound message.

As usual Perry Stone does his research. Easy to read, short enough to keep your attention. He

goes through the subject well, gives biblical references and seems much more careful than others

who have written on this subject, not to take too many liberties. I enjoyed it and it gave me an

increased feeling of peace knowing that angels are with us.

Perry Stone is a great teacher. This book gives scriptural proof of angelic protection as well as

personal testimonies of God's covenant of protection for the believer. I am currently using it as a

book study in my Signs of the times bible study. It's very enlightening, encouraging, and

challenging.



Perry Stone is one of the most educated, enthusiastic, dedicated researchers of Christianity that I

know. I have seen him live many times and watched a number of his videos.This book is just as

spectacular as his lectures, and other media.Explained in explicit detail and so logical to follow it all

makes so much sense.It's a must read for any person who believes in Angels and an enlightening

read for those or are not sure yet.

I haven't finish the book yet, but from where I stop at, I will tell someone to read this book. I alway

look at Perry's Stone, and I try my best to not to miss his programs. And I will be buying more of his

books. Thank You, Veronica.

Angels on Assignment was a remarkable book. The way Perry Stone pulls the wisdom and

understanding out of the pages of the bible, combined with his amazing wealth of knowledge, is

nothing short of gifted. He brings a gratifying depth of learning to the experience. Wonderfully

enlightening with easily applicable learning for your life. This book was a MUST read good read.

Not what I was really looking for but the price was right. It is more about people experiencing

answer prayer by the actions of angels? Small book and easy to read. You might like it but if you are

looking for more info on angels, or about angels and who they are then maybe you, like e, will look

else where. Oh, maybe the Bible? Now that is an idea, right? Only thing is, the Bible mentions

Angels a lot but does not say much about them. Some angels are called Angels of the Lord and one

of these Angels visiting the parents of Samson refused to give His Name? This Angel appeared as

a man this account (Judges 13) and while they suspected this "man" to be an Angel of YaHWeH it

was not confirmed for them until they made a feast/sacrifice an built a fire that this "man" stepped

into the fire and shot up into the Heavens disappearing. Then they knew for sure that this was an

Angel of the LORD (YHWH) -- it was this Angel that refused to give His Name. So, real Angels are

very mysterious and do not go around calling attention to themselves -- for obvious reasons -- the

weakness of the minds of men would, otherwise, worship them as gods, and even now, with such

limited knowledge some do worship Angels and some even fallen as demons do men worship.

Anyway, this little book does not add much in the way of our lack of knowledge.
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